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Reverse Polarity

http://currents.bluewatercruising.org/articles/reverse-polarity/

An important part of a boat’s AC shore power system is a reverse polarity indicator light.  Typically,
power to a 120VAC system is delivered on three lines.

1. The black wire is “hot” and supplies line power.
2. The white wire which is the “neutral” line which provides a return path under normal conditions

back to the source of power.
3. The green/yellow wire is the safety ground line which is bonded to the neutral line at the source of

power. It also provides an alternative path for power to return if there is a fault in the circuit and
the neutral return path is compromised.

A reverse polarity situation arises when the hot and neutral lines are inadvertently cross wired making the
neutral “hot”.  The reverse polarity indicator light is connected between the neutral and the safety ground
lines, which normally will have zero electrical potential because they are bonded at the power source.
However, in the case of reverse polarity there will be an electrical potential difference between the two
lines resulting in the indicator to illuminate.  There are unusual conditions that can also lead to the reverse
polarity indicator to glow without being a reverse polarity situation, but any illumination of the reverse
polarity indicator should be carefully investigated.

– Lyle, PYS Marine Electrical Technician

About The Author

Jeff Cote
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Pacific Yacht Systems - 

Jeff Cote is a systems design engineer and owner of Pacific Yacht Systems, a full service shop delivering
marine electrical and navigation solutions for recreational boats. Visit their website and blog for info and
articles on marine electrical systems, projects and more: www.pysystems.ca.

_______________________________________________
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Bringing Dolphin Tales Home at Fifteen Knots

http://currents.bluewatercruising.org/articles/bringing-dolphin-tales-home-fifteen-knots/

When we left Victoria in 2008, we said that when the time came to bring Dolphin Tales home, we would
ship her. Well last fall, we started the process of getting prices from various companies and setting a
schedule. There are currently four companies that are moving boats on the West Coast: Peters and May;
United Yacht Transport; Raven Yacht Transport; and Sevenstar Yacht Transport. We decided to use
Raven Yacht Transport, a Canadian company, and set a date for the middle of April 2017 with a loading
port of La Paz, Mexico.

With shipping companies starting their voyage in Florida, then transiting the Canal with possible stops in
Panama and Costa Rica, one needs to be flexible, but you may also be able to arrange to have your boat
loaded for you. We made the decision to wait and be there for the loading. Since your boat is treated as
cargo rather than sailing out of Mexico on her own bottom, the paper work is somewhat different. We
were referred to an agent in La Paz to process the paperwork. We were asked to provide copies of the
following documents:

Yachts Registry
Insurance
Owner/Captain’s passport
Tourist Visa
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Harbour Master Check In (when the boat and us arrived in Mexico)
Temporary Import Permit
API dues payment in La Paz

The agent then deals with all the exit paperwork as well as cancelling the temporary import permit.

We sailed out of Mazatlan at the end of February to provide us the opportunity to explore the La Paz area
and not have to worry about weather or harbour closures near the loading date. We do know of one boat
shipped out of La Paz last year that waited too long in Mazatlan and was forced to make the crossing in
very poor weather conditions to make the loading date.

One of the issues we found frustrating, even after the ship left Florida and was through the Canal, was
getting the exact load date and schedule as we needed to make hotel reservations and book flights back to
Victoria. We were finally notified that we would be loaded Sunday, April 15, on Easter Weekend. Well,
those who have experienced Easter in Mexico know that it is a big family holiday and hotel rooms can be
at a premium. We managed to make hotel reservations for the Sunday and Monday nights and booked
flights for Tuesday. Time to relax; the plan is set, now all we need to do is wait.

 Dolphin Tales’ ride home to Vancouver Island

You know what they say about plans. We were notified a day or so before the planned loading date of a
schedule change. We will be loaded on Saturday, not Sunday. Check with the hotel and they are totally
full. Maybe we ‘ll sleep in the cruisers’ lounge… Our friends on the sailing vessel Alegria arrived in La
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Paz, took pity on us and gave us their forward cabin. Much better than the cruisers’ lounge at Palmira
Marina!

In preparation for shipping Dolphin Tales, we removed the genoa, all the canvas enclosure and two of
three solar panels, deflated the dingy and lashed it to the deck, then stored all other gear. You need to
think about the ship travelling at fifteen knots and running into strong headwinds and what the apparent
wind will be across the deck. We discussed preparing to have the back stays ready to be removed and
were advised that we should not have to take them off for loading.

 Loading Dolphin Tales; look at all the strapping!

Loading day arrives and we motor out to the freighter, anchored in Bahia Pichilingue, giving ourselves
lots of time to get there. We watch as a couple of power boats are unloaded and then it is our turn. We
place all our fenders along the side that will be alongside the ship, and prepare two long lines fore and aft.
Once we are alongside, slings come down that will be attached to the cleats, the diver hits the water and
two of the crew supervising the loading climb down the ship’s ladder. Yes, the backstays will need to be
removed to allow the slings on the crane to come down aft of the mast. The diver positions the slings
under the boat, we lock the boat, give a key to the Load Master and advise them that a copy of the engine
starting instructions are under the helm cover. They want these instructions in case there is a delay in you
arriving at the unload port. And we take the tender back to the harbour.

Sunday we helped one of the other three sailboats get loaded. Another boat that was being loaded had a
radar pole attached to the backstay, which needed to be removed and caused a lot of work for the delivery
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crew. So if you decide to ship, figure that the backstay will need to be removed, and if they don’t, that is
good too. Back to the hotel for a cold adult beverage and let the stress and worry leave you.

Back in Victoria, we wait for our ship to come in. We track it on our AIS app and watch it go into
Ensenada, Mexico to unload and load some yachts. We see it leave and sail out of AIS range. All we can
do is just wait and see what the schedule will be, and complete our Canada Customs paperwork, which is
handled through an agent in Vancouver.  First thing is the Customs Information Form, where you will
declare all the information about the boat and ownership; who will be meeting the boat, and their Passport
number. And how much of various items, including champagne and wine in bottles, wine in tanks or
barrels, and beer and ale; a copy of the boat’s registry; and the bill of sale to show that all taxes and
duties have been paid on the boat.

We received the unload schedule for Ogden Point, and it falls on the same weekend as the Victoria
Floating Boat Show, so temporary moorage will be at a premium. We quickly make a reservation for
Monday, May 1st. Well once again the best laid plans change and on Thursday, April 27th, we are told
that the schedule has changed and we are now going to be unloaded on Friday, April 28th at 6:30 pm.
Time to change the moorage reservation. Unload time arrives and we catch the shuttle boat to the
freighter where Dolphin Tales is waiting to be unloaded.

 Dolphin Tales being unloaded in Victoria. Watch out below!

Off she comes; we get aboard, open up the boat and get the engine running and proceed to head for the
dock in the Inner Harbour. Checking the thru hulls and we notice water seeping in around the transducers
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for the speed log and depth sounder. Here is where the plans change again. Instead of spending two days
in downtown Victoria, cleaning the boat and putting it back together before a relaxing two day trip to
Maple Bay, we call Vector Yachts in Sidney and they can haul the boat at 8 am Saturday morning. We
leave Victoria at 7pm and head for Sidney Spit. So much for the moorage reservation.

 Dolphin
Tales touches her home waters

Round Ogden Point in 20 knots with a contrary tide and trying to put the dodger up without losing any
pieces. Dodging crab floats, we arrive at midnight and get the anchor down. Up at 6am; look around at
the mine field of crab floats, we both thank somebody for watching over us and are under way to the haul
out. In the slings on time and get a look at the transducers. The crew at Vector take matters in hand and
locate a broken retaining nut on one unit, find a replacement and re-seat both units. Now we wait for the
bedding sealer to cure. They tell us they can launch us at 6am Monday. Works for us. We are not 100%
sure what caused the transducer issue. Was it a sling in the wrong place, or a jack stand pushing on them?
Since the bill for the repairs was less than the deductible, the repairs were on us.

Monday arrives and we are back in the water, the bilge is dry and Dolphin Tales is on her way to Maple
Bay Yacht Club and the dock she last saw nine years ago! Since then, we have spent a lot of time
cleaning and removing the extra stuff you collect along the way.
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Considerations if you decide to ship your boat home:

Cargo Insurance for your boat, as your regular insurance stops when it is loaded and starts once it
is unloaded, so check with your insurance company
The boat will be dirty when it comes off, so clean it as soon as possible or you will track it all
over. Check for rust stains. The amount of dirt may vary with where you are located on the deck
of the ship.
Dolphin Tales was located in front of the house and was not bad. Boats located forward had some
type of hard-to-remove stuff on the hulls
Be prepared to be flexible, as things change
Prepare your boat for rough weather, even though one sailboat did nothing and came off fine
Check with your bank on how to pay the charges if you are out of the country and do not have
access to your local branch. We paid a 20% deposit at time of signing the contract, and the
balance upon loading.

The final question: would we ship Dophin Tales again using a freighter? Yes, we would because other
types of transport for our boat would require the removal of everything on deck including the arch that
would need to be cut and re-welded, the mast, lifelines, and all electronics attached to these items.

About The Author

Lynn and Debbie Greentree

Dolphin Tales - Beneteau 361

Lynn and Debbie Greentree left in 2008 on Dolphin Tales, a Beneteau361, and spent their time in Mexico
exploring the Pacific Coast six months at a time. They shipped Dolphin Tales back to BC in 2017.

_______________________________________________
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Plan for a Happy Bart

http://currents.bluewatercruising.org/articles/plan-happy-bart/

When we bought Karina C, we knew nothing about diesels, having been used to gas engines. Jay bought
a diesel repair book, and hired a mechanic to brief him on the motor. Going off shore to Mexico, Jay had
a steep learning curve. The motor was something we didn’t trust or understand. As it was black, we
called the motor “Black Bart.” Thankfully, Jay has the gift of the gab, and learned a lot from other
boaters. Mexico was a great place to gather knowledge from other boaters as we were all in troubles from
time to time, and helping each other was critical in a foreign land where the words “good”
and “mechanic” seldom or never occurred in the same context. All us boaters had to be MacGyvers.

Karina C, ( a “barely out of the mold” 1963 Spencer) with a barely broken in 1985 Yanmar 3 GM diesel
motor, came to us in 2001. Clean fuel, no air in the line and no water in the fuel and these Diesel engines
will purr. We thought the system it came with to be pretty good. It had two spin-on Racor 2 micron filters
for primary and a 10 micron on the engine. The reason for two micron on the primary was because the
filter on the engine is difficult to access. The two primaries were on a system that you could shut off the
valve to the first one when it plugged up and change it on the fly. We wondered why the former owners
had such a large supply of these filters, but soon found out on one of our maiden voyages when both
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plugged up faster than we could change them. The trouble was these filters are very small and plug up
very quickly. Added to that, a sail boat generally spends it’s time sailing, and not motoring. We had no
idea of how long Karina C sat with stale fuel before we got her.

Karina C in Agua Verde, Mexico

These expensive little filters were soon replaced with one Racor 500MA fuel/water separator element
filter. These, being much larger, didn’t plug up as often, and since one only needed to buy the element
and not it’s housing, it worked out to be much cheaper. We were, however, still plagued by the engine
conking out at inconvenient times (bar crossings, narrow passes, docks). The critters in our fuel, even
after getting a professional polishing, continued to bedevil us. So, next we bought an Algae-X system that
busts up the algae. We built a fuel recirculating system to literally “polish” our fuel before starting any
cruises. We continued to be bedeviled with fuel problems on our way down to Mexico. Traveling under
motor so much going down the coast, trying to make the correct time for the bar crossings, and while in
Mexico where harbours are so far apart, one often needs to hank on the iron jib. This did a great job of
ridding us of the stale fuel problems.

We diligently used a Baha filter every time we took on fuel. Fuel in Mexico was pretty clean for the most
part. However, when in out-back areas, where you had to deal with the middle man instead of directly
with Pemex (their government run fuel stations) the story could be quite different. There have been
episodes of questionable fuel from 3rd party suppliers. We never put fuel in our tank without first filtering
it through a Baha filter. Mexico was very dry in the areas we travelled, and our critter problem went
away. The story will probably be a lot different now that we have returned to a fairly wet, and, at times,
cold climate. One of the things you can do to help minimize the moisture that gathers in any tank that sits
too long, is to fill the tank totally at the end of each season. As well, we add a biocide at the end of the
season. A partially-filled tank is an invitation to condensation in the tank, leading to critters. We make a
point of taking our Jerry cans up to the car fuel stations, because marina fueling stations can have
condensation in their tanks, giving you unwanted water. It’s generally cheaper, too. They figure they’ve
got you stuck out on the water, so they can jack the price. Occasionally we have needed to take on marine
fuel, but the Baha filters do help. We no longer need to worry about bar crossings now that we are back in
Canada, but we worry about plugged filters or air in the line if we are in an area like the middle of Dodd
Narrows. The smallest little bit of air, possibly getting in from some rusted hose clamp, or one that has
loosened, unnoticed, can stop an engine in it’s tracks.
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 The lift tank.

A compounding factor was that the fuel pump wasn’t designed to lift fuel from three feet below the
engine. So the latest protection that we have added is a “day tank” of sorts. We added a much more
robust fuel pump as part of the Algae-X system, so we used that pump to lift the fuel up, through the
Algae-X and through one of the filters. A small, two liter tank that we located at the top of the motor
compartment then received this polished, water separated fuel. This tank has an in port for receiving fuel
on one side, and an overflow port to return any fuel to the tank that is excess. At the bottom, a gravity
feed system gently feeds the fuel to the engine. A clear additional tiny fuel filter (to act as an inspection
port) was placed in line in both the feed and return lines. Before we enter any areas where the engine is
important, I open the engine compartment and look to see if the overflow from the tank is running. This
system assures that we have a good 45 minutes of trouble free running. We know the fuel feeding the
engine is clean, water free and air free. As well, the fuel that returns to our tank has been de-watered and
de-algaed, which keeps the tank a lot cleaner.

Since getting back from Mexico, we have renamed Bart “Bartholomew” (a name of respect rather than of
former blame). The only other fuel related problem we have had is due to our vintage of engine, requiring
sulfur. Due to environmental reasons, Canada and the States have decided to reduce the sulfur that used to
be in diesel. Older diesels like ours need that sulfur to keep the injectors running clean. This led to having
to take out and clean up our injectors (a job not to be taken lightly). Bent (an old mechanic who is too old
to leave the shop, but will clean up the parts if brought to him, and has spent time educating Jay on how
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to do the job of removal and re-installation ) told us to add Stanadyne Diesel Fuel Additive Extra Strength
Lubrication Formula with every fill. I’m sure there are other products out there that do the same job. 
This additive has something in it that keeps the injectors from getting sooty. So far so good. Others of you
may have insights we haven’t thought of, and we hope you might share any info so that we can help each
other out. We boaters have to keep our diesel engines happy and smelling sweet. OK, they never smell
sweet, but we sure rely on them to keep faithfully ticking along.

About The Author

Jay and Anita Bigland

Karina C - Spencer 35 Sloop

Jay and Anita Bigland have been sailing the British Columbia coast for 35 years in various power and sail
boats. Jay retired from a 33 year career as a teacher in 2007. After joining Bluewater Cruising Association
in 2007 they sailed their Spencer 35 to Mexico and enjoyed 5 seasons on the Pacific coast of Mexico. In
2015 they returned to Canada and enjoy the British Columbia coast on their beloved Karina C.

_______________________________________________
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Sidney to San Francisco - The Journey Within

http://currents.bluewatercruising.org/articles/sidney-san-francisco-journey-within/

Foreword

Three years and six months after purchasing Mazu, we cast off the dock lines to voyage to places further
afield than our home province of British Columbia. Those years were spent shoring up many systems on
our 2005 Tayana 37 in preparation for the offshore bashing she will endure. The learning curve to prepare
us for offshore sailing has been significant. Still, we haven’t done this before. Sailing from Sidney, BC to
San Francisco, CA is a test of our boat and us.

The Final Push

“What do you actually have to do to leave?” we are asked and we are at a loss for words. There are last
minute boat checks and hiccups. On the one hand, new fuel injectors turn out to be faulty, putting us back
two days in our final preparations. On the other hand, provisioning is a one-day affair, including cooking
meals to freeze. Redirecting mail, informing BC Health Services of our departure from the country,
setting up third-party travel health insurance, storing our vehicle and many other logistical items are
slowly completed. Reserving affordable moorage in San Francisco unexpectedly hits the to-do list and
eats up a few days in research and application forms. At the last minute, a flap is sewn from leftover
Sunbrella to snap over the electrical panel to keep out unexpected water ingress down the companionway.
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And then it gets to the day when all but the electrical cord and the dock lines that tie us to Sidney are
stashed away. We’re completely exhausted, yet the thought of staying at the dock is even more
exhausting. With near perfect conditions to get out of our marina, we cast off the dock lines at 0620 on
Saturday, August 19. Our first stop will be Port Angeles, WA, where we’ll get our US cruising license
and tie up for the night. Neah Bay, at the end of Juan de Fuca Strait with Cape Flattery a few miles
further, will be our final anchorage before making the big turn left.

 Neah Bay, before turning left.

Seasickness Mitigation Strategy

Both of us can get seasick. We know this from participating in a Sail Canada Advanced Cruising course,
that took us offshore 50 NM. At that time our seasickness experience was the classic three-day affair. For
me (Stefa), it started with nausea when we hit the swell of the Pacific Ocean. This was quickly followed
by repeatedly vomiting over the lifelines, until I thought my stomach was going to come out of my body
with the next dry heave. Keeping any fluids down, let alone any food, was a challenge. “At first I thought
I was going to die. Then, as time passed, I was afraid I wasn’t!”

After surviving this ordeal, we learned how we could have mitigated getting seasick. Avoiding alcohol,
caffeinated drinks, chocolate, and tomatoes and increasing water consumption to two to three liters per
day top the list of things to do. Being well rested and calm helps decrease seasickness too, yet we are not
sure these can be implemented. For this voyage, we follow the consumption recommendations. (Strategy
to Fight Seasickness by John Neal, published in Practical Sailor, July 2017 informed our approach to
seasickness mitigation).
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A little nausea sets in as we head up Juan de Fuca Strait and the first ocean swells start. It takes a bit more
motion from the ocean for Jürgen to feel what he calls “oogey.” There is no desire to eat except mouse-
sized amounts. Crackers and herbal lemon-ginger tea are soothing and help ease the nausea. We eat a
little of our pre-made meals. With three-hour watches, getting lots of sleep is not going to happen; yet
every little bit we add to our sleep banks helps with the nausea as well. Our liter-sized water bottles are
steadily emptied. We attribute being well hydrated to feeling tired, yet not gross when waking up from
our short sleeps.

We have both Meclizine and Stugeron on board for seasickness. Meclizine, available in British Columbia
through compounding pharmacies, is the drug of choice among fishermen, yet rarely talked about in the
sailing community. Stugeron, not available in Canada or the U.S. and purchased by us while in the
Philippines, is much talked about in the sailing community, yet difficult to obtain. We plan to avoid using
either unless our nausea interferes with how we are functioning. This is our plan.

First Offshore Night

“Stef! Stef! I need you! The wind’s picked up. We need to shorten sail.” Jürgen’s urgent call reaches me
an hour into my first off-watch sleep. It is only 2130h, yet I had been battling the nausea of seasickness
all day. Sleep had not come easily when I lay down at 2000h. My body automatically suits up to get back
into the cockpit, yet my brain is slow to turn on. I will away my nausea.

It is our first night at sea after rounding Cape Flattery. In the cockpit, I find Jürgen in an agitated state.
There is fog, fishing boats, building wind and seas bashing against the stern quarter. Jürgen is discovering
that having everything going on at once – the fog, the boats, the wind, and the seas – is more stressful
than he had anticipated.

We had set up for the night with only the Yankee. We had removed the main from the picture to simplify
life for the person on watch. Yet even with only the Yankee, the boat feels overpowered. We disengage
our self steering system, the Hydrovane, furl the Yankee and put out the staysail. I head below to try to
catch a few more winks, yet sleep is impossible. On the VHF, Jürgen is hailing a fishing boat he sees on
the AIS, inquiring whether the boat is dragging anything as we’re going to pass close to it’s stern. It is
not. And I’m nervous about my impending first watch in total darkness in conditions that have unnerved
my partner.

At 2300h, I’m back in the cockpit. We don’t have enough experience with the Hydrovane to adjust it in
variable conditions, in the dark and the fog, so I am taking over from Jürgen, hand steering. We decide
that an hour on, an hour off, is the only way to manage the hand steering until we get a handle on things.
Jürgen doesn’t hesitate to sleep in the cockpit for my first shift at the helm, while I get my bearings.
Except for their phosphorescent lit crests, the waves are not visible and they are not breaking into the
boat. I am struck by the thought that what you can’t see can’t scare you! And we are on a broad reach
which leaves the boat relatively flat despite the wind. In no time, the hand steering and bracing against the
bashing waves happens instinctively and I ride the experience.

By daybreak, we have returned to our regular watches, the details of the long night a blur. Jürgen enters
the cockpit at 0800h, just in time to witness me with one hand clutching the bucket we keep in the cockpit
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for seasickness, while using my other hand for steering. Despite our mitigation efforts, the choppy seas
and an exhausting night have finally lead to throwing up. And it is a relief. Jürgen suggests I take a
Meclizine and get some much-needed sleep. The wind has let up a bit and we have altered course,
towards the coast, to get out of the confused seas. By the time I get up to start my next watch at 1100h, it
feels like the night of bashing never happened.

Becalmed and Blasted

After the spicy start to our offshore adventure, we are overtaken by … nothing. The winds evade us. On
our third day offshore, we are completely becalmed. Rather than being restful, the lack of wind is
exhausting. There are no wind noises to block out the sound of the main flogging, or the fairleads on the
rail from banging. Below it sounds like someone is stomping on the deck wearing heavy work boots, yet
the person on watch is sitting quietly in the cockpit. Sleeping is difficult.

 Becalmed offshore

We are ghosting along and a long way from longitude 127°W where we can avoid heavy winds
forecasted off Cape Mendocino. Jürgen wakes up from an early morning off-watch sleep to find me
exasperated with the lack of progress. We turn on the engine and motor sail to what looks like a breath of
wind ahead. With the engine running, we generate hot water to enjoy short glorious showers, our first
since leaving Port Angeles four days ago.

Finally there is enough wind to set a few sails, get the Hydrovane connected, and enjoy a leisurely dinner
of beef stew in the cockpit. It is the most robust meal we have eaten yet, now that nausea and nerves have
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calmed down. The dishes are cleared and in near perfect conditions, we enjoy a quiet moment. Still, we
wonder about the dark clouds to the west. We’ve heard from a friend, through our satellite
communication device, the inReach, that a cold front is approaching. A table summarizing conditions
expected with a cold front is consulted, yet before we come to any conclusions the wind escalates from 10
to 25 knots. We quickly reduce sail and find ourselves hand steering again through gusts and building
seas. The temperature has dropped, toques and warmer foul weather gear are donned and night settles
around us. Seriously? Another night of high winds? With conditions gnarlier than that first night, we
decide on an hour on and an hour off watch system, with the off watch person sleeping in the cockpit.
Although taxing, this works for us offshore newbies, who find comfort in the companionship of our
sleeping mate.

On this night there is no fog, yet the lights of distant fishing boats remain disconcerting. Many have
turned off their AIS. It is difficult at times to judge our distance from these boats. And we’re sailing
along at a solid clip, six to seven knots, keeping the wind on the starboard stern quarter. Not the time to
be maneuvering to dodge boats.

Remarkably, the night passes quickly with equally remarkable moments at the helm filled with the
exhilaration that comes when flying along under sail. The Hydrovane is re-engaged once the conditions
are less variable, and we sail into a morning marked by a glorious sunrise.

CUT! Such a saccharine and dishonest ending to the story of this night! Prior to daybreak, I had let Jürgen
sleep until he woke up naturally to take over the helm. Once I was asleep, however, I was woken up by
Jürgen to see the sunrise. Beside myself with exhaustion, it quickly became clear to Jürgen that waking
up his exhausted mate for a non-critical matter showed a momentary lapse in judgment. We agree that
managing oneself is as much a part of the offshore experience as managing the boat and the weather.

The High Seas

Sleep eludes me. After being woken up for the sunrise I didn’t need to see, the adrenaline of the previous
night keeps me wired and awake. And despite the clear sky and relatively warm conditions, toques not
withstanding, I’ve got weather on my mind. As we were coping with the cold front, messages from
friends were coming to the inReach.
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 Content at
sea

“Wind should get stronger 43N-40N.” “Hi … saw gale warning by NOAA ~100NM south of your position
Thursday 0800 – Saturday 0500.” “Are you reefed up? You have peak north winds 25-30kt and seas 6 to
9 ft from now to Monday … about the same in next NOAA zone 150-250NM offshore.”

It is Thursday. We’ve shortened sail to recover mentally from the night of the cold front and turn to
getting marine forecasts with the inReach. Before departure, we examined GRIB files and the NOAA
marine text forecasts for 60 to 150NM offshore (inner waters) and 150 to 250NM offshore (outer waters).
Strong winds were forecasted off Cape Mendocino, starting Thursday, today. To avoid those winds, we
planned to head out to 127° 40’W.

With the inReach, we get a seven day forecast for our planned offshore waypoint and multiple other
points south and to the west of that waypoint. We stay the course, yet with a little uncertainty. Despite the
information we have, we feel vulnerable without seeing the big picture. Downloading weather info from
the SSB to the iPad was unsuccessful and that’s where we would have received big picture information.
Fortunately we are well supported by friends following our track and to whom we put out the word that
we are information hungry. They feed us enough that we decide to push our offshore waypoint out
another 40 NM. We put ourselves closer to less wind than more wind.
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We purposefully sail under-powered as we head into the night with steady winds and the Hydrovane
steering. And we both have a magical night. We marvel how the night sky comes down to the horizon at
sea! The Milky Way is prominent. With dawn, we head southeast, angling to keep the north wind on the
stern quarter and keep the rocking of the boat to a minimum. With only the Yankee up, we fly along at a
solid six knots throughout the day.

As another night approaches, the winds build to a steady 25 knots. Now, as we shorten sail, we keep the
Hydrovane in place, finding we only need to do minor corrections of the helm with the occasional gust or
wave slam. At dawn we are 180 NM offshore, racing at 7 knots under staysail alone. It is disconcerting.
Technically we are not on the high seas, 200NM or greater from coastal waters, yet perched on top of five
meter swells, the seas are plenty high. As I take over watch from Jürgen and look around, I wonder,
“What have we done?” We are still far away from San Francisco and for the first time since we left
Canada the open ocean seems very open, very big. As I hold these thoughts to myself, Jürgen looks at me
worried and says, “What have we done?” Jürgen heads below and for the next three hours I sit with my
thoughts, the experience of cutting across the swell, sailing hands free, and watching the sun sparkled
water. When a rested Jürgen takes over three hours later, I am on a natural high and smiling. Later Jürgen
tells me that smile transformed his concern to relief.

Challenged, Again

Steady winds, formidable seas and clear blue skies give way to calm and clammy cold fog. With only
200NM separating us from San Francisco, we no longer have the patience to float and wait. We motor
sail for the next 24 hours. Again, we enjoy shower bliss and for the first time since rounding Cape
Flattery, we catch solid two and a half hour blocks of sleep, over and over again. By mid-day Monday,
our eighth day offshore, we feel rested, fed, clean and ready to sail.

The wind comes south of Point Arena, enough to convince us to sail wing on wing. We are still adjusting
the sails to enjoy the downwind run, when the swell and wind start building. Getting the whisker pole
down in high winds has previously proven challenging, so we decide to get rid of it before we’re caught
out. It is my turn to go forward. At the mast, I loosen the whisker pole uphaul, reach for the cord that will
open the choke attached to the Yankee sheet and tug, hard. Nothing happens. I try again to release the
chock without success. To get more purchase behind the cord I try to lower the inboard end of the
whisker pole; however, the forces on the sail send it slamming on its track to the deck. The whisker pole
swings wildly now from its on-deck pivot point. I am tethered to the mast and hugging it with one arm as
the boat rocks hard side to side. For the first time on this voyage, I am afraid. I am worried that the
swinging whisker pole will damage the boat. I retreat to the cockpit, sobbing, “I can’t get it down!”
Jürgen, having not seen me lose it yet, responds perfectly with “It’s OK. You did awesome. We’ll figure
it out.” And we do. We turn upwind enough to get some pressure off the sail. Jürgen goes forward and is
able to release the chock and we get the Yankee completely furled. We triple reef the mainsail and put out
a reefed staysail. These increasing winds are not forecasted.

I am unnerved and drained from feeling overpowered and afraid. To me, we got too close to out of
control, but there is no time to sit in these feelings. The wind has climbed to well over 30 knots and is still
climbing. We are on a starboard broad reach and barely hanging on. Neither one of us can manage the
helm longer than 20 minutes at a stretch. We carry on like this for less than two hours before concluding
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this is not sustainable. The chart is consulted and decide to aim for Bodega Bay for refuge, 35 NM due
east. We need to be on a port tack to get to Bodega Bay so we do a chicken jibe, turning on the engine
and doing a fast controlled tack. We aim as high as we can to the wind to stay above our destination and
allow for bearing away. We estimate we’ll be in Bodega Bay at 2300h.

For the next six hours we continue our twenty-minute rotations. The boat tells us it does not want to be at
90° to the wind every time it shudders with a crashing wave or a gust. We steer seated at the helm. I keep
my right leg on the seat, braced against the side of the cockpit to help me control the helm and not slide
across the cockpit. Waves are regularly barreling over the rail on the leeward side of the boat, dousing my
braced leg. Mazu is handling herself well. At times on her ear she never makes us think that she will give
in to the forces we are battling.

When not at the helm, we go below where the noise of the wind is remarkably muffled. I sit on the settee,
staring ahead, thinking nothing yet girding myself for another twenty minutes at the helm. Neither of us
has eaten since noon, yet neither of us is hungry. I force myself to drink water and at some point we both
scarf down a fruit bar.

Before dark, Jürgen calls the US Coast Guard based in Bodega Bay. “We are two exhausted sailors
looking to take refuge in Bodega Bay. We’re battling a gale!” The USCG reports that it is blowing no
more than 15 knots in Bodega Bay and assures us that the winds will die closer to land. Refuge is
possible.

We clock a maximum wind speed of 46 knots and a maximum boat speed of 8.3 knots. The wind does not
die down until we are only a couple of miles from Bodega Bay. Once in the bay and positioned to drop
the anchor, we discover the rode is a tangled mess. It takes us an hour and a half to get the anchor set and
the engine turned off. It is 0115h Tuesday morning. Below we strip off our foul weather gear and marvel
at the quiet. I am shaking from the physical exertion, nerves and exhaustion. It is anti-climactic to be in
Bodega Bay and not San Francisco, yet some sort of celebration seems in order. Despite our weariness we
pour a couple of glasses of red wine, tear open a bag of salt and vinegar chips and open a tin of canned
salmon. There are no fist pumps, just relief. We are fortunate to have been progressively challenged
throughout this voyage, preparing us incrementally for what we experienced today.

Fried!

Six hours of uninterrupted sleep! After eight days of three-hour watches it seems like the longest sleep
ever. Although only one long day away from San Francisco, we’re not ready to head back out. The
forecast is not favourable, neither of us wants to go back out to sea yet, and we’re fried. Instead we head
to Bodega Harbour to tie up to a dock.

At first we’re excited to get off the boat and walk on land, eat the best crab nachos (ever!) and down an
ice-cold beer. We walk a mile to the local grocery store to buy fresh food for dinner. And then, on the
walk back, the fatigue hits. It is a desperate kind of fatigue when you feel sick with the desire to lie down.
Without the need to keep going, from on-watch to off-watch to on-watch again, there be neither the
psychological nor physical will to fend off the exhaustion. We nap for two hours. Later, we call it a night
by 2100h. The next day is approached with similar enthusiasm; yet the fatigue washes over us forcing us
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back to the boat, back to bed.

The weather and our location in Bodega Harbour are perfect for hibernating. Early mornings are fog
enshrouded, still and cool. As the wind picks up late morning, the fog lifts, exposing a sun that feeds us
with an energy that sleeping cannot fulfill. The winds are formidable by late afternoon, making it easy to
decide to stay put and continue recovering. The main docks are populated with fishing boats; their crews
preparing for the opening of a new salmon season a few days away. Luckily we are on a lone finger dock
away from the bustle.

Lighter winds appear in the forecast and the desire to “get ‘er done” gets us off the dock two days after
tying up. We’re both wind shy now, neither of us wanting to sail. The wind accommodates us by
remaining calm, then blowing moderately behind us as we head to Drakes Bay, near Point Reyes, where
we stage our approach to San Francisco. The next day we time our passage through Bonita Channel and
under the Golden Gate Bridge to favourable tide conditions.

 The approach to the Golden Gate Bridge in a heat haze.

Dogged by fatigue and nerves, the approach to the Golden Gate doesn’t feel as momentous as it’s built
up to be. We’re more overwhelmed by the wall of heat that marches off the land, out of San Francisco
Bay, to overtake us on the boat. Toques, sweaters and long pants are stripped off and our bodies relax into
what we later learn are record breaking temperatures of 41°C.

The city skyline and both operational and derelict port facilities stream past us as we head to the City of
Brisbane Marina, about 10 NM south of San Francisco. Once past the Oakland Bridge, the water in the
bay is uncharacteristically calm. The heat and the calm feel surreal relative to the cold fog and brisk
winds we were expecting. By 1300h, we are tied up to the dock, enjoying a bottle of Prosecco. The heat
and the bubbly invite back the bone melting fatigue. Hello San Francisco! Hello V-berth!
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 San Francisco skyline.

Afterword

“How was it?” “Was it fun?” These are the questions we’re asked once we’re on dry land and in contact
with friends and family. Jürgen’s response has consistently been “It was psychologically challenging.”
When pressed about what this means, he explains how this journey pushed him physically like he had
never been pushed before. The inability to count on getting sleep was a surprise. The weather didn’t
know we were on three-hour shifts! The need to manage emotions – nervousness, fear – was tough work.
For me, Stef, the psychological challenges were similar, yet different. I knew that I would be nervous, yet
it was what I was nervous about that surprised me. In addition to the conditions, the wind and the waves,
it was the route planning relative to the weather information we had that kept me on edge. Always being
on mentally and emotionally was draining. John Kretschmer captures what we learned about the journey
within when he says, “There is nowhere to hide at sea and the image that reflects back at you from the
face of a steel blue wave is brutally honest. To thrive at sea you must take stock of who you are, not who
you want to be. There’s no pretending out there.”

About The Author

Stefa Katamay

Mazu - Tayana 37

Stefa Katamay and her husband Jürgen Harding bought Mazu, their Tayana37, in 2014 when they joined
BCA. Every year they ventured further from their home dock in Sidney to build their skills. In 2017 they
threw off the dock lines to head south. The plan is to let the plan evolve after getting to Mexico.

_______________________________________________
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Sharing the Bounty

http://currents.bluewatercruising.org/articles/sharing-the-bounty/

The table in the salon of the boat they call home is covered with loaves of bread, peanut butter, cookies,
bags of apples and bunches of bananas. A local Thrifty’s store donated more than a hundred clear bags
for the hand-outs.

The couple easily trade roles as they make sandwiches, stuff bags, and get ready to distribute a meal
among the homeless of Victoria, BC. Each bag also has a $5 bill. “It’s not really giving. It’s receiving,”
he says, referring to gratitude shown by those who appreciate the meal, and how that gratitude enhances
their own lives, increases their own appreciation of what they have, including each other.

They do not want their names used, nor the name of their boat. They are not looking for credit or acclaim,
but do this because … well, because, this is what they do. This is who they are. In Mexico, they came upon
a woman who housed an extended family of unfortunates. His eyes moisten as he describes the
Alzheimer’s, the poverty, men sleeping on the roof because that was the only space left, the effort just to
stay alive. The Canadian couple reached out and helped out, and received in return a small childlike
collage of thanks, on a single sheet of paper. A treasure, worth more than any framed fine art. Then he
smiles when he says that the house, the family, the Mexican woman who cares selflessly for a hundred
others, have become the “project” of a group of cruisers in that area.
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Perhaps, cruisers they aren’t so much away from home, as they are at home wherever they are. A
community without borders.

But this is here and this is now and there are bags waiting to be filled with sandwiches still to make. She
takes over because he is talking, and cheerfully admits he’s not great at multi-tasking. A guy-deficit,
widely recognized.

As cruisers, the couple lands squarely in the “plan every detail, then prepare for contingencies” end of the
spectrum. A look inside their boat makes this clear. He has just finished installing new freezer plates. This
included a rebuild of the box beneath Corian counters that he built, with beautifully coved fiddle rails.
The install of their diesel heater, with it’s glass tank-level indicator, polished fittings and clean lines,
looks hospital-grade.

They gave a presentation to the Bluewater Cruising Association months ago. They were as prepared for
their talk as they were for their trip. She did the first half, he did the second. Partnership. The text was
read, but so well done it seemed fresh. Polished and organized. Much like their sandwich operation,
which is what it takes to make and distribute 64 sandwiches in the cabin of a boat. But they insist it’s
worth it. They set aside $100 each month for projects such as this.

After sandwiches are made, they stop by another boat to share another moment of gratitude; photos of
their grandson and the success of their son, who had suffered a serious injury years ago, but is now a
professional arborist. They are thankful. But that was then, this is now, and now is about giving. And
receiving, they emphasize again.

“We went up to the park, over there, by the cemetery,” he says. “Two men were talking, maybe arguing,
a lot of the ‘F-word.’ But when we started to hand them a bag, each of them said ‘Give it to him.’ They
were more concerned about each other. We told them we had one for each of them. They were so
grateful, they apologized for their language, it was…” he stopped. Enough said. They saw, over and over,
this willingness to share from those who had barely enough.

They planned to go out again in the evening, because during the day it’s harder to find those in need of a
sandwich and a $5 bill. Those in need are not welcome downtown during daylight hours, so they will be
found sometime closer to dark. Then they will receive a sandwich from strangers, a smile for no reason
and a little bit of brightness, and will give a gift of gratitude in return.

About The Author

Erik Dolson

Foxy - Sundeer 56

Erik Dolson and Jane Miller live aboard their boat "Foxy." Writers and editors in their former lives, they
spent spring in Victoria BC getting ready for a trip to Alaska this summer. More about their work, play,
and time together can be found at http://ontillmorning.us/.
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Peterson Cup Cruising Rally 2017: Creating a Panama
Experience in the Salish Sea

http://currents.bluewatercruising.org/articles/peterson-cup-cruising-rally-2017-creating-panama-
experience-salish-sea/

During the past couple of years the cruisers participating in the Peterson Cup Cruising Rally (PCCR) have
had some kind of a theme to rally around.  This year’s theme was “Transiting the Panama Canal” and the
goal was to play in each ocean and test the skills that would be needed in making said transit. It was a fun
week, even when things didn’t quite go as planned, and a somewhat complicated voyage – just like BCA
peeps seem to enjoy! This story is of that simple day-by-day; the challenging part is believing how and
when islands in the Salish Sea can be a substitute for the Panama Canal experience. So first, an
orientation to the substitute locations:

Panama – Islands in the Salish Sea
Shelter Bay Marina – Nanaimo, anywhere is good, you just have to know how to dock.
San Blas Isles – Hornby Island at anchor in Tribune Bay – even has natives of various kinds.
Canal: Gatun Locks – Little Bull Passage (your charts and GPS have errors here).
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Gatun Lake – Secret Cove, South Arm (there are crocodiles on the docks and decks).
Colon – We stayed away from there. Main and Hastings, Vancouver?
Milflores Locks – Secret Cove, entrance to the South Arm at low tide – a tight raft for transit.
La Playeta Anchorage – Tribune Bay, complete with a resort beach-bum-like atmosphere.
Gulfito – sail from BC mainland to Nanaimo, with ferries, waves, birds, marinas and markets.

2017 Peterson Cup Cruising Rally Participants

August Moon with Russ Alfreds and Louel – twice through the Canal
Blue Rose with Rally Advisor Ken Christie and Joel Taylor, Ocean Yacht-Masters instructor.
Camdeboo with Campbell Good and Jennifer Handley, and crew of really happy relatives.
Cookie Cutter with Peter McMartin and Connie Morahan – many times through the Canal, with a
past skipper – assisted by regular racing crew member Sigrun.
Dulcinea 2 with Frank and Dawn Gaudek, previous Cup winners and strongly independent folk.
Libertina with Adam Wanczura with his very competent crew member Kelly Arnold, originally
from Texas, Florida and south.
Mischief with Heather Marshall of Calgary, aka the BVI Caribbean sailing girl.
Tradewind Seeker with Roger Frost and Janet Ross – the “can do” and “just did that” people.

 PCCR skippers and crew
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Rally Week

Day 1:  Saturday, July 29

A loose collection of cruisers gathered in the Shelter Bay RestoBar (Dinghy Dock Pub) to plan the
passage. The Rally Advisor, Ken Christie, rolled out the ancient chart of the possible anchorages for this
world class voyage: San Blas to Gulfito. Everyone promptly loaded it with food plates and glasses of beer
and wine. Not disturbed by this, the Advisor passed out the ZARPE forms and the actual Panama Canal
application forms to be filled out (yes, amazing what you can do with a scanner and printer). For the
purposes of this pretend transit, the documentation would allow the boats to travel from San Blas Isles
and Shelter Bay Marina to the Amadore Causeway anchorages and then sail for Costa Rica, anchoring in
Gulfito, where they would later be loaded on the transport ship for Victoria, BC. This was a hit, although
both Cookie Cutter and August Moon already had the real numbered certificate for the others to copy
from. Lastly, the role of the Advisor was discussed, and rally participants were encouraged to feed him a
variety of freshly made fruit pies with whipped cream at the regular 16:00 Appy Hour. One boat per day
volunteered for Appy Hour duty. All agreed the first anchorage would be at Jedediah Island, and if
desired, boats could transit Little Bull Passage.

 Pie for Appy Hour!
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Day 2:  Sunday, July 30

Sunday afternoon, as agreed in the Shelter Bay RestoBar, the first half of the Canal was achieved directly
in Little Bull Passage, but there was no rafting. Mischief anchored closest to shore in the western end of
Little Bull, others found a spot in deeper water. Sailing in tight passages produces anxiety and requires
skill. The emotional feelings of being forced into a canal was achieved by the high cliffs of Little Bull
Passage and clearing the poorly charted reef (our boats can do these things, it is the skipper and crew who
must adjust). This area served as the Caribbean side of the Canal, because, as some may know, Shelter
Bay Marina has two unmarked reefs at the entrance, where numerous boats have been wrecked. To add to
the anxiety and surreal, it was here we first saw clouds of forest fire smoke above us, layered against
Texada.

Everyone relaxed at 16:00 when the fruit pie was produced and the Advisor shuffled aside so the party
could begin. Somehow it was decided to stay at Jedediah and go for a hike. It was also voted to sail at
dawn for Hornby Isle. One vote was absent: Dawn and Frank of Dulcinea 2 were MIA. Where did they
sail to?  By 21:00 the happy sailors were rocked to sleep by the waves, safe and secure in their sturdy
little boats.

 Happy appy hour
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Day 3:  Monday, July 31

After the party, memories had faded. Heather, Joel, and Ken hiked up Jedediah to see over the horizon.
The other boats were not visible over in Boho Bay: that part of the fleet had already sailed away to hike
the tropical beaches of San Blas. August Moon knew what and where the San Blas Isles were. Libertina,
and Cookie Cutter raced them, someone won. Perhaps it was Libertina, anchored closest to the beach,
crowded with “sun tan all over” people.

Back at Jedediah, unbeknownst to the Advisor and the main fleet, Dulcinaea 2 had also anchored and
stern tied, but way over in Deep Bay. Frank and Dawn also hiked a trail to Long Bay, through the thick
woods. Neither group found the other, but both enjoyed the present moment where they were (an
important aspect of cruising). Later, when Mischief and Blue Rose hoisted sail at mid-day, sailing west
on a beam reach for Tribune Bay, Frank and Dawn missed that call. They had gone to the other end of
Jedediah, and remained there for a second night.

As Monday evening approached, Mischief and Blue Rose sailed into Tribune Bay and dropped anchor. A
boat count was made by the Advisor: two southern boats were still missing. But then, look! There on the
horizon, framed by the golden sunset was… yes, the 7th sturdy little boat was entering Tribune Bay,
arriving just in time to join Appy Hour. Yes, Camdeboo had survived a series of inconvenient, but not
insurmountable, electrical failures, which happened way off in that southern ocean of the Salish Sea. No
GPS, no depth-sounder, no auto-pilot, no radio, no cell phone charging, no lights – just an old-fashioned
sailing boat with three happy peeps and Skipper Campbell, all living the Dream. They easily persisted,
finishing that long passage with paper charts, local knowledge, and old-fashioned navigation. Campbell
sailed onto anchor just past Roger on Tradewind Seeker, at the outer edges of Tribune Bay. They found
us. BCA together.

Missing another boat? Yes, no word of Don Cudmore aboard his plywood Trimaran out in the waves of
the Salish Seas, pounding north. His new cell phone was dying; where was he? The Advisor paced the
decks… He is a very competent BCA sailor; do not worry.

At Appy Hour, a good time was had by all, with scintillating and entertaining conversation as each
participant shared how they got into sailing in the first place and the history behind their boat name.
Destination for Tuesday? A unanimous decision – time for a play day. Tribune Bay will magically
transform into La Playeta in Panama. And the waves rocked all to sleep.
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 PCCR dinghy fleet

Day 4: Tuesday, August 1

The Fleet was astir, but Don, Frank and Dawn were still missing. Mid point of rally week was, for most, a
day to enjoy the laissez-faire tropical lifestyle, complete with a warm breeze, sandy beach, walks along
the sandstone cliffs, swimming and kayaking, summer markets, arts and music, good food, happy hippy-
like locals, blackberries galore, cool beer (how many determined crew beat the path to the local beverage
supplier?), ice cream, and the companionship of new friends.

Two boats did set off to explore nearby tropical waters: Tradewind Seeker hoisted sail after Roger loaded
on some Island Natives, and not to be outdone, Joel followed suit on Rosie and pulled off anchor, tacking
after them, to explore nearby bays and islets.

Appy Hour was aboard Camdeboo; the 16 rally participants were joined by BCA members Heinz and
Lisa aboard Umbra, who unexpectedly found themselves anchored in the middle of the fleet. Seven
dinghies bobbed off Camdeboo’s stern and the party continued. The anchorage on Wednesday night
decided it would be Secret Cove; the waves rocked all to sleep in their sturdy little boats.

Day 5: Wednesday, August 2
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At dawn, Libertina sailed eastbound off anchor, with August Moon hot in pursuit. Spinnaker runs for all
except Mischief (Heather found her light sailboat could easily maneuver past larger vessels in thermal
updrafts and wind shadows) and Camdeboo (which went as fast without the hassle of raising the
spinnaker, as proven by Campbell who experimented with a piece of PVC pipe to keep the Genny out on
a wing-on-wing run).

Speeding down Sabine Channel, Cookie Cutter easily spotted Russ posing on August Moon’s bow under
the spinnaker. Libertina only lost a few minutes as they twisted the chute left then right, then left, then
right, while passing Lasquiti’s Fegan Islets, and not realizing the Blue Rose paparazzi was taking photos. 
Camdeboo left last of all after a leisurely breakfast, but soon overtook Tradewind Seeker and Mischief,
finally catching up to Blue Rose at Upwood Point off Texada Isle. Well, Rosie had tacked into the edge
of a wind shadow there, and Joel and Ken were fanning the sails to escape. Looking back, they saw 
Camdeboo had closed in, tacking out of windy Sabine Channel. Campbell and Jennifer laughed as they
gleefully passed Rosie, and promptly coasted deep into the wind shadow, where both vessels then drifted
and alternately waved at each other. Looking back, they could see Mischief flying along. Heather had
seen Rosie and Camdeboo adrift, and successfully tacked away from the wind shadow. Soon, she was
billowing out the jib a mile south of the point. It was now Heather’s turn to wave, but she was soon too
small to be seen, at which point Camdeboo declared the race officially over and fired up the iron genny.

 The PCCR fleet under
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sail

Libertina and August Moon won first and second place, which meant they got to choose the anchorage in
Secret Cove. However, the Cove, filled with traffic and anchor buoys, was too deep. The only place left
was the very narrow, south arm, chosen by Cookie Cutter as the perfect spot for seven BCA boats. The
entrance was narrow enough to make the second side of the Panama Canal. It looked tight for Camdeboo
without the electronics and depth sounders, but Jennifer tossed the lead line, while Campbell motored and
picked the course. There was only just enough width at the low tide to run two ships abreast; wisely, the
fleet stayed single file.

So what happened to the rafting practice skills needed for a true Panama Canal transit? As it turned out, 
Mischief did raft up to Cookie Cutter, as the channel opened slightly in front of a surprised RVYC
outstation. Together, these two hosted the final Appy Hour; Mischief with the best Appy hour deck and
cockpit – she is the California Party Boat – and Cookie Cutter, thanks to Connie, supplying freshly baked
cookies and whipped cream to layer on them. Wow. The Advisor had to fight his crew to just get one.

Tonight the yellow-gold, hazy sun set in a brilliant full sky of orange; the night was warm, forest fire
smoke made the stars dusky. Gentle wavelets rocked all to sleep in their sturdy little boats, secure and
calm in the south arm.

Day 6: Thursday, August 3

Dawn brought the fabled, overpowering NW winds (Strong Wind Warning – Small Craft Warning, etc,
etc…). The Fleet wasted no time and charged out of Secret Cove. Well, Campbell poked his way out. Yes,
far out in the Strait, the waves were building. It would be a fast beam reach for most. The Panamanian
Navy was in the way: Whisky Gulf was active. Then, suddenly it was not. What was going on?

Cookie Cutter reported that the three armed ships aimed at them were actually running for Alaska. Must
be salmon trouble up there. The Advisor found a notice of cancellation on the Coast Guard “Notices to
Shipping” website. So away we go: Mischief had a fast and epic run; August Moon and Camdeboo
reported 28 knots. Adam smiled; Pete smiled; Connie smiled, Cookie Cutter just loved it. Heather
achieved it. Roger smiled: Tradewind Seeker was happier with a close haul toward Schooner Cove. 
Camdeboo smiled as she saw 9.2 knots off Five Fingers and achieved a new personal best – 4 hours
anchor-to-anchor across the Strait. Libertina arrived at Protection Island a while later, having missed the
news of Whisky Gulf’s sudden opening and taken the longer route around its southern boundary. Rosie’s
broad reach finished, she temporarily anchored in the giant mud flats west of Duke Point: First Mate Joel
needed a dinghy ride to catch the ferry ASAP. Solo now, the Advisor set sail for a home (where is home;
a place, or a feeling that we live in?), finding one among the growing number of BCA boats gathering for
the weekend Rendezvous. By 1900h he found most of his Rally at Gina’s Mexican Restaurant and they
even brought some re-discovered friends: Frank and Dawn were happily there, rejoining the PCCR after
five days MIA. It was a long, long table.
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 From L: Russ & Louel, Heather, Adam, Frank & Dawn, Kelly, Jennifer & Campbell

Day 7: Friday August 4

We all had such a great time and the pies were so good that another Appy Hour and a special, secret
award were needed. Go buy food. Go raise balloons and flags on the marked tables just above the
Newcastle dock. Peter and Connie and all other crew and interlopers, including BCA Commodore Leslie,
cornered Heather to praise her seawomanship, and a lot of other talents and skills (where are those
promised recipes, Heather??). The bottle of Bubbly was a small token of the love and appreciation that we
all have for her. Yes, BCA is like a family reunion, except you want to be there…

And what of the missing boats? Frank and Dawn had sailed in on Thursday; Frank wanted an explanation
from the Advisor as to how they spent the whole rally in a parallel universe. Don Cudmore also arrived,
alive and well, but had such adverse conditions for his tiny craft, all hopes of catching the PCCR fleet
were dashed.
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 Connie and Peter presenting Heather with a bottle of bubbly

Postscript – The August Rendezvous Party

There were so many BCA folks that tables had to be bribed from campers. The coveted Peterson Cup
Cruising award (or a reasonable facsimile thereof) was presented to Heather Marshall by a large
committee of voters, who presented the Commodore with an envelope containing the winning name and
the praise and confidence expressed for Heather and her intrepid Mischief.  Three hours later, Ken,
relieved of his duties as Advisor, hauled up anchor.  A night passage over flat seas, guided by the light of
a dusky full moon moving across smoke-coloured skies, was assisted by Calgary crew member Dee
Logan. But to where? Another home again. He arrived in Vancouver for the birth. The healthy grandbaby
boy arrived at 2:35 am. Talk about a “Close Reach”…

And they all slept happily, rocked by the waves in their sturdy little boats.

Check out this photo gallery for more pictures of the 2017 PCCR.

About The Author

Ken Christie
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Blue Rose - DeKleer Bros. 30 Sloop

Ken Christie has been a BCA member since 2010. He organized the 2015 Peterson Cup Cruisers Rally,
and is organizing, and will participate in, this year’s PCCR. Another of Ken’s claims to fame is that he
has a talent for locating solo women sailors. When not cruising BC waters, Ken’s 30’ Fraser sloop, Blue
Rose, lies ready under the Burrard Street Bridge.
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Currently Cruising Updates

http://currents.bluewatercruising.org/news/currently-cruising-updates/

The Currents editorial team is pleased to announce “Currently Cruising Updates“, a new news feature
that will highlight and provide brief updates from BCA’s currently cruising fleet.  At any time,
approximately 15% of our membership can be found on the water, cruising the oceans and islands of the
world. Often, communications is challenging due to limited or no WiFi or connectivity, so the idea
behind the Currently Cruising Updates is not lengthy articles about the cruising experience or cultures
and peoples encountered along the way (although those contributions are eagerly awaited and enjoyed –
please don’t stop sending them!);  instead, this is more of a quick check-in, perhaps with an
accompanying photo, to let the membership at home know how things are going and where you are.

Some members will recall that BCA used to publish a world map in Currents that identified a cruiser’s
location;  while our existing website doesn’t allow for that (although the idea of a similar map remains on
the wish list), the editorial team hopes that this will provide an alternate way for cruisers to stay in touch
and for the rest of us to vicariously follow their journey.

If you are one of our Currently Cruising members who would like to send us a quick update (where you
are, your next destination, plans for this year’s cruising season, etc), we would love to hear from you.
Your email and photo(s) (high res, landscape orientation, please) can be sent to Rosario, Currents
Managing Editor.
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We look forward to hearing from you!

About The Author

Jennifer Handley

Camdeboo - Lavranos 50 Cutter-Rigged Sloop

Jennifer Handley and Campbell Good sailed Camdeboo to the South Pacific in 2006 with their two
daughters, a niece, nephew and Jennifer’s brother. By the time Camdeboo returned to Victoria in 2011,
she had 25,000 nm under her keel, visited 14 countries and 27 people had come aboard as crew. Jennifer
was BCA Commodore 2014-2016 and happily took on the role of Past Commodore in 2017.

_______________________________________________
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Currents Cover: Photo Contest

http://currents.bluewatercruising.org/news/currents-cover-photo-contest-2/

The Currents Cover Photo Contest is back! Our monthly “pdf” publication needs the best photos of your
boats to grace its covers for the next 12 months!  Since the Currents Cover photo contests have been so
popular, we thought we would do it again this year!

So, here’s the scoop:

If you are a BCA member in good standing, we ask you to submit the best photos of your boat to the 
Currents Editor and then the Currents team will select the 12 best shots that will make the cover of 
Currents for the next 12 months.

Contest Rules

It is important that you follow these rules and guidelines for submission because if you don’t, we may not
be able to use your photo. For example: we cannot use photos in landscape orientation for the cover of 
Currents, so, it is extremely important that you submit portrait only photos. See the rules and guidelines
below:
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Deadline for submission of photos: November 20, 2017
You can submit more than one photo
Photo submission guidelines:

Orientation: Portrait
Resolution: Minimum 1200×900 pixels or higher resolution
File format: .jpg

Winners will receive Currents credits towards their membership fees
Winners will be asked to provide a brief description of the boat and where the photo was taken.
They will also be asked to give permission to publish that information as well as their name.

So, dig into your photo archives or go out and take a great shot of your boat and keep those submissions
coming! I am really looking forward to seeing the entries come in!

Photo Attribution: (License: CC0)

About The Author

Rosario Passos

Counting Stars - Whitby 42 Ketch

Rosario is a dreamer who wants to sail the South Pacific.... so far she sails the local waters of the Salish
Sea to get as much experience as possible.

_______________________________________________
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Women's Day At the 2018 Vancouver Boat Show

http://currents.bluewatercruising.org/news/womens-day-2018-vancouver-boat-show/

Pacific Yacht Systems has teamed up with Navis Insurance, Pacific Yachting Magazine and Western
Marine to host Women’s Day at the 2018 Vancouver Boat Show.

Join us on Sunday, January 21, 2018 for a full day of boating seminars and guest speakers designed to
educate and inspire.  There are lots of topics to choose from ranging from basic electrical, emergency
procedures, docking, anchoring, Howe Sound weather, boat insurance simplified, and tips and tricks for
the galley and crew. The presentations, for both power and sail, will help beginners get started and offer
seasoned boaters a fun refresher.

Tickets

Registration for this event is now open. Tickets are $99 and went on sale November 1. Your ticket
includes a light breakfast, bag lunch and a wine tasting.  Because this is a full day event and you won’t
have much time to visit the boat show, your registration fee also includes a ticket to enjoy the boat show
on another day.  And to top it all off, amazing gift bags and raffle prizes!

About The Author

Rosario Passos

Counting Stars - Whitby 42 Ketch

Rosario is a dreamer who wants to sail the South Pacific.... so far she sails the local waters of the Salish
Sea to get as much experience as possible.
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Vancouver Island Fleet Report: October 2017

http://currents.bluewatercruising.org/news/vancouver-island-fleet-report-october-2017/

Fourteen Vancouver Island fleet members gathered on October 11 to hear a group of six returned cruisers
discuss their experiences and what they had learned from their voyaging. The presentations prompted a
wide range of questions and this, always popular presentation, led to an informative exchange of ideas.

The next meeting, on November 8, will address electrical theory, application, and troubleshooting.

About The Author

Al Kitchen - VI Fleet Coordinator

Wyndspree - Huntingford 53 Ketch

Al Kitchen has been a BCA member since 2005. Al and his wife Gaye lived aboard Wyndspree (53?
ketch) from 1996 until 2007 and cruised the BC coast throughout this time. Between 2006 and the
present, Al crewed on different boats with fellow Bluewater members, including voyages from Victoria,
BC to San Francisco; Gladstone, Australia to Fiji; New Zealand to Victoria, B.C.; and San Jose del Cabo
to Hilo, HI. Al is now co-coordinating the V.I. Fleet group with Daragh Nagle.

_______________________________________________
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Vancouver Fleet Report: October 2017

http://currents.bluewatercruising.org/news/vancouver-fleet-report-october-2017/

The second meeting of the Vancouver Fleet was held at the Scottish Cultural Centre on October 24.
Twenty five people representing the twenty boats that have signed up already were in attendance.

There was a discussion of the Fleet committees and we now have a full complement for the program
committee. They have an almost full schedule fleshed out for the rest of the year. The purchasing
committee will report on suppliers that will give us discounts. There is still space for one or two new
members for some of the other committees, but we have none for offshore packages and only one for
VICE. Since the latter two are association-wide committees we are hoping to get one or both of the other
chapters involved with them.

Show and Tell featured a 4,000 gallon per hour de-watering pump by Xylem and a show and guess – a
mysterious device that looked like a heat exchanger, but with plumbing that wouldn’t work.
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 De-watering pump

The topic of the evening was Boat Electrics and Electrical Troubleshooting presented by Fleet member,
John Neilson. He showed us good quality tools that make repairs and improvements easy, and where to
get them. He explained the wire sizes and the currents they can carry. Boat wire is better than automotive
wire. Other items covered were connectors, heat shrink, battery fuses, switches, etc.

When troubleshooting, having wiring diagrams saves a lot of time. Working step by step from the current
source will usually find the problem.

The November meeting on the 28 will address Safety at Sea with David Cutcliffe.

About The Author

Cameron and Marianne McLean, Vancouver Fleet Coordinators

Mayknot - Seabird 37

Cam and Marianne McLean have been BCA members since 1987, cruised offshore, and have served as
the Vancouver Fleet Coordinators for many years.
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Basic HAM Radio

http://currents.bluewatercruising.org/events/basic-ham-radio/

This 19 hour long course, taught over multiple evenings and one Saturday, is designed to provide all the
information needed to obtain a Basic Amateur Radio Certificate and call sign. Prospective amateur radio
operators are examined on their understanding of the key concepts of electronics, radio equipment,
antennas, radio propagation, RF safety, and the radio regulations of the government granting the license.
The exam is a government multiple choice exam administered by an Accredited Examiner; the pass mark
is 70%.  Students achieving 80% or higher will be granted Honours on their certificate which will allow
them to use HF.

Topics

Regulations & Policies
Operating and Procedures
Station Assembly, Practice and Safety
Circuit Components
Basic Electronics and Theory
Feedlines
Antenna Systems
Radio Wave Propagation
Interference and Suppression

Course Dates
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Please note the dates and times:

Wed Nov 15:  1830h – 2130h
Mon Nov 20:  1830h – 2130h
Wed Nov 29:  1830h – 2130h
Tues Dec 5:  1830h – 2130h
Sat Dec 9:  0830h – 1530h

Instructor

Les Dawes, Vice President of the Cowichan Valley Amateur Radio Society, has an Advanced Amateur
certificate and has been licensed for about 5 years. He has taught approximately 15 Basic Ham courses
during the last three years with a student pass rate of approximately 90%.

_______________________________________________
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Diesel Maintenance and Servicing

http://currents.bluewatercruising.org/events/diesel-maintenance-servicing/

Ben Gartside, a lifetime mechanical technician and President of Gartside Marine Engines, is offering a
two day workshop on diesel engines maintenance and servicing. Topics include:

regular maintenance requirements
cooling system, exhaust and ventilation,
fuel system
electrical system
transmission and stern gear

Classroom work will be held each morning with practical demonstrations at the Gartside Marine
workshop on Harbour Road in Sidney each afternoon.

_______________________________________________
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Basic Marine Radar with Kevin Monahan

http://currents.bluewatercruising.org/events/basic-marine-radar-kevin-monahan/

Learn from a radar expert! After completion of this seminar, you will be able to set up your radar for
maximum results and interpret the display under a variety of conditions.

Participants will learn simple techniques to:

identify land-masses, other vessels and transient targets
use radar effectively for collision avoidance and navigation,
interpret and control the display under a variety of conditions,
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recognize and compensate for rain and sea clutter, interference and side-lobe echoes
use the new generation of integrated radar which combine chart and radar technology

About the Instructor

Kevin Monahan is an experienced captain, retired Canadian Coast Guard officer, and author of “The
Radar Book: Effective Navigation and Collision Avoidance.”

Course Materials

Registration includes The Radar Book: Effective Navigation and Collision Avoidance. This excellent
book that retails for $25 is used in the United States Power Squadron Marine Radar Seminar.

_______________________________________________
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Psychology of Voyaging with Rick Ellis

http://currents.bluewatercruising.org/events/psychology-voyaging-rick-ellis-2/

The Psychology of Voyaging is a BCA “signature” course developed and facilitated by BCA lifetime
member, Rick Ellis, that has received rave reviews from participants:  “This was hands-down the best &
most useful course we took to prepare ourselves for extended voyaging. Also it was interesting,
interactive and fun! Do not miss it.“

The pursuit of offshore voyaging is the pursuit of a dream for most of us. This course explores the many
motives, desires and challenges inherent in the voyaging dreams, and as we pursue the challenge to
explore the oceans and cultures of the world, inevitably we explore ourselves through our responses to the
situations we encounter. Part of preparing for voyaging is preparing ourselves psychologically, and part
of voyaging is becoming the adventurer we dream to be.

For more reading about this course, check out the article published in Currents in 2015.

General Course Outline

First day: an opportunity for initial exploration of ideas
Evening: homework and discussion among partners, or skippers and crew
Second day: follow-up to homework, questions and answers
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Topics

Motivation: Dreams, desires, commitment and the experience we are seeking
Anticipation: Fears and warnings; their influences and our responses
Adventure: Risk, excitement and being in control
Knowing Yourself: personal strengths, courage and confidence
The Myth of Buying Safety: personal vs. boat preparation
Communication and Partnership Aboard: roles, issues, stress, crisis, trust and becoming a team
Spirit of the Wind
Other topics as desired by the group

Instructor

Rick Ellis is a BCA lifetime member who brings his years of boating experience and professional
facilitation expertise to this popular, “must do” course and his new docking skills course.

 

_______________________________________________
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Advanced Diesel with David West

http://currents.bluewatercruising.org/events/advanced-diesel-david-west-3/
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This course will provide a review of fuel, cooling, electrical and lubrication systems.  Students will learn
the correct procedure for bleeding the fuel system and will remove and replace the following components
in an engine:

Alternator
Starter Motor
Fuel Injectors

Prerequisites

This is an advanced course.  Therefore, students should have completed a BCA intermediate level diesel
course or be very familiar with diesel engine operation and maintenance.

About the Instructor

David West is a highly experienced and knowledgeable diesel mechanic and instructor who comes highly
recommended by a number of people who have attended his courses.  He is also a sailing instructor. Some
of his credentials include:

Licensed diesel mechanic with over 40 years of experience
Operated marine repair business for over 15 years
Operations Manager for Cooper Boating for 10 years
CYA Learn to Cruise Advanced Instructor & Instructor Evaluator

Work Clothing Required

Since this is a hands-on engine course, chances are you will get greasy.  Please dress in appropriate
clothing and wear gloves if you wish.

_______________________________________________
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Calgary Club Night - Pescadou on the European Canals

http://currents.bluewatercruising.org/events/calgary-club-night-pescadou-european-canals/

The Calgary Chapter is pleased to welcome back Clio Smeeton and Ken Weagle for their second
presentation this fall.

Clio and Ken have cruised the European canals for seven years aboard Pescadou and look forward to
sharing a different perspective when it comes to exploring Europe. They have traveled canals and river
systems in Germany;  France; the Netherlands; Poland, Belgium and the UK, and have experienced iconic
European cities such as Berlin; Amsterdam; Paris, and London from close up on the water.  They even
spotted Nessy when they transited the Caledonian Canal in Scotland!

So on a dark and cold winter night in Calgary, come, sit back and enjoy a leisurely and entertaining tour
through Europe.
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 Clio Smeeton and Ken Weagle

Clio gained her early offshore sail training aboard her parents’ famous ketch, Tzu Hang, sailing in the
1950’s and 60’s to Australia; Africa; Asia; the Med, and from Japan to BC. Ken, on the other hand, spent
his early life playing on boats and rafts on the south shore of Nova Scotia.

In 1997, while working for the Gwich’in Tribal Council in Inuvik to set up the Gwich’in Land and Water
Board, Ken found a 22 foot Chestnut Freighter canoe, which he then rebuilt.  In 2005, Clio and Ken
paddled the canoe 1,000 miles down the Mackenzie River from Ft Providence to Inuvik, NWT. 
Subsequent extended trips have seen them explore the Mackenzie Delta and Great Slave Lake by canoe. 
They purchased Pescadou in Turkey in 2006, the topic of their October presentation, and began their
European waterways exploration that are the focus of their November presentation.

Clio runs the Cochrane Ecological Institute, dedicated to breeding endangered wildlife, that was founded
by her parents in 1971.
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Vancouver Club Night - The Lost Fleet

http://currents.bluewatercruising.org/events/vancouver-club-night-lost-fleet/

Duncan MacLeod, Curator of the Vancouver Maritime Museum is taking us on a journey to explore one
of the last mysteries. His presentation will introduce some of the attempts to cross the Arctic focusing on
the Franklin expedition of 1845. 

Why is this expedition so famous? Why did it fail? What is its legacy?
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Finally some of the recent research surrounding the two recently discovered ships will be discussed.

Join us for this special treat on Wednesday, November 8, 2017 at the Scottish Cultural Centre.

_______________________________________________
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